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Multi-panel Pop-Up Walls are a truly professional looking display. 
Multiple panels create a seamless appearance throught the use of hangers and magnetic 
locating strips. These can be assembled in minutes without any special tools. 
Each Pop-Up Wall comes complete with frame components, rollable and durable panels, and 
2 halogen lights. Straight, or non curved displays come with 2 feet for extra stability. All this 
fits into a rigid  carry case on wheels and extending handle for complete protection and 
mobility. 
Available in 3x3 (3 centre panels and 2 curved end columns), or 4x3 (4 centre panels and 2 
curved end columns) in either curved or straight profiles.

Technical Specifications

Type Dimensions
3x3 Curved Graphic Dimensions = 3440 (3 x700 mm panels + 2 x 670 mm columns)  
  x 2310 mm high
  Footprint = 2750 mm length, 2350 mm height, 650 mm deep
  Weight without graphics = 30 kgs

3x3 Straight Graphic Dimensions = 3650 (3 x750mm panels + 2 x 700 mm columns)  
  x 2310 mm high
  Footprint = 2900 mm length, 2350 mm height, 600 mm deep
  Weight without graphics = 30 kgs

3x4 Curved Graphic Dimensions = 4140 (4 x700 mm panels + 2 x 670 mm columns)  
  x 2310 mm high
  Footprint = 3450mm length, 2350mm height, 670mm deep
  Weight without graphics = 32 kgs

3x4 Straight Graphic Dimensions = 4400 (4 x750 mm panels + 2 x 700 mm columns)  
  x 2310 mm high
  Footprint = 3700 mm length, 2350 mm height, 600 mm deep
  Weight without graphics = 32 kgs
Case Wrap Total Size = 1930 x 800 mm, Visual 1820 x 800mm align to left of total  
  size.



Pop-Up Walls 

1  Frame collapses down - 3x3 curved unit collapses
 down to 200 x 200 x 790mm and weighs 6 kg

2  One piece connecting hub for strength

3  Springs are used horizontally and allow erection
 of the disply frame quickly and easily. It only takes 
 seconds to erect the frame

4  The frame is locked into final poistion by the 
 attachment of steel bars which lock into locator 
 pins and provide complete stability. 
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Wheeled Carry Case - can also make a good plinth / table, by using a graphic wrap. The packed 
case contains all the display, and the lid (shown right) can contain the lights.
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